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At an alumni banquet in 1871 the future President of the

United States Janes A. Garfi ld wished to honor the legendary leader

of William.s College, Mark Hopkins. "The ideal college," Garfield

declared, "is Mark Hopkins on one end of a log and a student on

the o (I* _a-fi ld's remark illustrates the integrated concept

of education embodied in the 19th century liberal arts cu riculum of

America's schools and colleges. For the .tudent facing him on

Garfi ld's metaphorical log, Mark Hopkins was the college. Like

a bee with pollen, his mind collect d knowledge, digested it, related

it and spr ad it before his pupils. Since 11 pkins was not a special-

ist, since the object of his instructi n was to produce what the 19th

century called a "well-rounded" individual, the aim of his teaching

could not help but be int g ated, general education.

This, of course, was the goal of the classic liberal arts cur-

ric 1 m that WjlLjams and the other colleges of the early 19th

century featured. The point of going to college--a d the same could

be said of preparatory schools of the time--was to develop the broad

catholic outlook ch racteristic of a learned individual. Inspired

by the English universities, e pecially Oxford and Cambr dge,

Am lea's early colleges were not vocationally oriented. Their pur

pose was to train minds and build character, not to teach specific

skills or bodies of specialized knowledge. One studied mathematics,

f r example, to learn how to reason logically, not to become a mathe-

ma c One read literary classics to refine taste and acquire

*Frederick Rudolph, The American College and Universit A History
(New York, 1962), p. 243.
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wisdom. Nobody at that time expected a 500 page dissertation on the

significance of the bow of Odysseus.

The product of this educational program might best be styled a

"gentleman" (and before 1865 when Vassar opened its doors almost all

college students were men). He was a ticulate in writing and in

spe king, and was comfortable in at least one foreign language. He

was at home in the world of quantity and measurement, but his flexible

mind a/c%) appreciated beauty in form, sound and color. He knew a

good deal about the world of nature, but also about the world of man.

Firm of conviction and clear in his values, the liberally educated

man.did not hesitate to apply his learning to the problems of his

society. Indeed a society of broadly educated citizens, in the

Jeffersonian mold, was a primary goal of this 19th century educational

endeavor Such persons could make the reasoned decisions on which

the successful future of the republic depended.

Doesn't that composi.te of the well-rounded tollege graduate of

say, the 1830s, resemble quite remarkably what we today refer to as

an "environmentaLly literate" individual? So what happened? Why

is Environmental Education currently a reforming influence trying

to get a foot in the door of the American house of learning instead

f being its most honored guest? The answer, quite clearly, is that

educational ideals changed after the Civil War. The cause of the

change was the infulence of the Germanic university.

In sharp contrast the liberal arts colleges, the universities

that ro-- in the United States in the last third of the 19th century

adopted a fragmentA or reductionist approach to education. Their



method WaS to reduce the pie of knowledge to ever narrower slices

and to probe to unprecedented depths beneath the crust. "Research"

beca e the new academic god, its object was the extension of knowl-

edge, and its hallmark was the Ph.D.

Undeniably, the Germanic model cf ed cation was enormously

exciting. Knowledge just bei g transmitted from one end

the Mark Hopkins' log to the other, it was being created. When

Dart outh-g aduate George Ticknor traveled to Germany in 1815 he

was astonished to find professors at the University of attingen

working eighteen-hour days in the library and laboratory. The Mr. Chips

image of a teacher was totally shattered for Ticknor forever. He

remained in Europe to become the fi st American to receive a Ph.D.

and, in 1819, returned to a professorship at Harvard. Ticknor tried
.100

to reorient Earvard's Liberal arts curriculum toward the Germanic mode,

but he remained a prophet without much honor given prevailing edu-

cational assumptions fri the United States.

There were, of course, excellent reasons for American educat on

to hitch itself to the German academic star. Knowledge was proliferating

at a breath aking rate. Those who did not specialize increasingly

found themselves without anything significant to say about complex

subjects. A single mind, even that of hark Hopkins', could not pos-

sibly contain everything society needed to know. Progress depended

on speci lization. This was the message emanating from Gottingen,

Bonn, Berlin, Leipzig, Paris and the other European-centers of'higher

learning.

One of the first American educators to see the writing on the

academic wall was Charles W. Eliot whose long tenure as president



Harvard began in 1869. Eliot was the prime mov n transf ing

Harvard from a college into a bona fide univer ity. His tool was the

"elective system". Under Eliot's program, Harvard undergraduates

longer had to take the prescribed curriculum considered e sential

for a well-rounded education. Instead, they could pick and choose

from a widening ar ay of increasingly specialized offerings. They

c uld, as the new term put it, "major" in a discipline. Other sub-

jects were excluded f their degree requirements.

The impact of Charles W. Eliot and the "elective system"

Ha \yard were st iking. When Eliot term as president began, the

institutiOn had only sixty faculty members. Forty years later the

sixty had increased to six hundred: The division of knowledge into

finer and finer spe-i izations required more and more specialists.

The _dvent of "depart nt_s" and their mitosis into more departments

is another way to gauge the change the university ideal brought. In

the old-time college there had been no acade ic depar ments. A

professor simply was a faculty member of the college; the new order-

ing saw the sciences veer sharply from the humanities. Both stood

apart from the social studies. Departmentalization occurred within

these academic territories. And the process of division and separ-

ation continued. In the case of the University of Chicago, the

Department of Biology became five depa ents: Zoology, Botany,

Anatomy, Neurology and Physiology. This, 'of course, meant five new

chairman, five more profe ial hierarchies and the intensification

of competitive academic territorality.. Other fields experienced

the same mit sis. Departments of Political Economy became Departments
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of History, Departments of Political Science, Dep ents of Economics

and Departments of Anthropology. Depa t ents of L nguage became

Depart ents of German, Departments of French, Departments of Spanish.

Even within the proliferating departments, specialization drove per-

sons and knowledge apart. The expert on the history of German foreign

policy in the 18th century had little to say to the histo ian of t e

Woodrow Wilson administration; the professor who had devoted twenty

year8 to the study of a pine tree funus found little in common with

a colleague down the hall whose speciality was urinary malfunction in

cattle.

A natural concomitant of these changes was a rapid increase in

the percentage of Ph.Ds. on college and university facuLties. In

1884 Harvard could counc only nineteen holders of tie Doctorate

among 189 faculty members. The University of Michigan had six Ph.Ds.

on a faculty of eighty eight. Twenty years later it was virtually

impossible to obtain a professorial appointment at either of these

institutions without the Ph.D. By this time the American university

was a reality thanks to the work of men like Harvard's Charles W.

Eliot, Andrew D. White at Cornell, Daniel Coit Gilman at Johns Hopkins

University, G. Stanley Hall of Clark and Chica William Rainey

Harper. Presidents like these b -led, but did qu e kill, the

old liberal arts tradition.

The products of the university system particularly at the

graduate level, were minds that knew more and more about less and

less. Publishing and promotional criteria contributed significantly

to this proces ever-finer honing. Books and articles w re

published because they off red someth_ng new that could stand

the test of rigorous criticism. The narrower the subject, the
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greater the chance of mastery. Students who desired to integr

knowledge or work on the breadth rather than depth projects were advised

to become more "professional" which meant more specialized. Lib aries

filled with narrow, technical studies unrelated to each other or to the

proble s of the day. The Renaissance man, with his wide-angle vision

became the subject of derision as a dilettante.

Consider, as an example of the effect of university training, the

author's own professional development, In high school I was simply a

student, but soon after entering college advisers urged ma to think about

focusing my attention on either the humanities, social studies or

sciences. Later I was obliged to choose a major: history. BY mY

senior year, "history" became "American hist y". At the Master's

level, I concentrated on American Social and Intellectual History, but

my Ph.D. dissertation involved a small corner of that field: American

altitude toward national parks and wiLderness. Further specialization

found me studying Yose ite National Park, then one part of it ( the

Retch Iletchy Valley where a dam was constructed), and finally the

history of the Retch Hetchy controversy between 1908 and 1913! At

this point the profession deemed my research worthy of publication.

I was a big fish in a very, very small pond. Six years of effort had

brought me to a position where I could talk about my subject to hardly

anyone except myself. Still, no one bad ever walked these scholarly

trails before; I was proud of adding my brick to the pile of knowledge.

That was the frustrating ambivalence of the university system.

The implications of such a system for Environmental Education are

unequivocal. No one with professional a bitions in a university or in

advanced secondary:education would dare to dabble in a subject as general
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as "env onmen0 h ng out from the pyramid of inereasingLy-

refined scholarship, instead of climbing it to the rarefi d upper

levels, was tantamouit to academic suicide in the German inspired

American university.

Even as university ide ls rose

rebellion against them began. Environmental education's roots lie in

this new wave of edue.ational philosophy. Actually, it was a conservative

reform, aimed at restoring something of the integrated liberal

perspective submerged by the academic specialization of the ha

century following the Civil War.

. Be ause the est blished colleges and u i ersities were often hard

to chan e some reform endeavors look place at new institutions. Reed

College in Oregon opened its doors in 1912. Its curriculum deempha-
-

sized departments in favor of a broad liberal arts approach to learn-

ing. In 1921 Antioch College in Ohio launched its experimental work-

study program. This practical proble oriented course of stud antic-

ipated several aspects of environmental education. Florida's Rollins

College was reorga ized in 1926 with the explicit purpose of implementing

the S c atic ideal of the complete man. Its student teacher ratio of

ten to ene, althou 1-1 not quite a two-person log was also reminiscent

of the old-time liberal arts college.

The older campuses also felt the winds of academic reform. Colum-

bia, which, under the leadership of Seth Low, became 1 leading American

unive sity in the late 19th century, went the other direction in 1919

with its "Great Books" program. Its purpose was to expose students

a core of man's best wisdom. Columbia's "Contemporary Civiliza ion

courses, a requiremeat of all undergraduates, had the same intent. The

nance in American education,
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nmption was that no one could claim to be educated unless he had

encountered the great thihkers and great ideas of the c'ollecLivL human

endeavor. Robert M. Hutchins, the iconoclas i_ Chancellor of the

Llnivers ity of Chicago, laun h,d a similar attack on vooationalism,

empi icism, and specialization Ln the 1930s. In their plat. e he pro-

posed an almost medieval curricultirn of prescribed courses in logic, the

classics and rhetoric.

It was Harvard, however, that struck the heaviest blow against

the trend t -ard specialization and isolation. The same institution

whose adoption of the elective systcrn in 1869 did so muei to launching

he.university movement turned away from its implications in 1945 with

a report entitled Ceneral Education a Free Soc
6-

Its purpose

was to rest re, at least partially and at the undergraduate level, the

libe al arts ideal the concept of knowledge as a body of integrated

thought and values that defined the educated man. General Education,

as it was instituted at Harvard in the late 1940s, required all students

regardless of their major to take courses in each of the three broad

categories: the humanities, natural sciences and social studies.

General Education was a deliberate retr at from the tendency of the

Germanic university ideal to compart entalize know]. dge. It would, in

sense, force scientists to read poetry a d requi e poets to become

fa iliar with the goals and methods of science. Significantly, Harvard

adoption of General Education came directly on the heels of a striking

example f the limitations of tunnel-vision kno ledge: the unleashing

of the power of the atom and its use in August 1945 in the devastating

bombing of the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The intellectual
A

impa t of the atomic bombs was also intense. Thoughtful people realized
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ony of scientific success. What many regarded as thq human

mind's greatest t iu ph in theoretical and applied physics resulted

in tic insiantaiieous n rde- of niore hu -n beings (80,000) than ever

before in history. The conclusion could not be av id d: science,

uadilut 1

,st problem rather than his greatest bl

It would be unfair, of co e, to lay the entire blame for hhiro

shima and Nagasaki at the feet of academic specialization but niany

(Olt thtit tl_ iversitiy's reje'ction of integrated kno ledge crea ted

a climate CL pinion in which atomic bombs could be made and dropped

by persons of fright_ingly narrow expertise. Gene al Education was

an attempt to educate minds which could realize and avoid the liabil

nefits.

The ots of Environmental Education lie in the same era and

humnnita I I lie ncen, con Id be ma ii

f the scientific method bile enjoying

ment Lity as the beginnings of reaction against university ideal.

As early as 1891 Wilbur Jackman's Nature Study_12r the Co_mmon Schools

launch d a nature study mov ment which took students outd or:z ,o explore

an indivisible environment with an integrated academic approach. Out-

door Education, as it was called by theorists such as L.B. Sharpe and

Lillian Smith in the 1920s, had a very similar purpose. The disection

f a f og or the study of soils in a laboratory usu lly had very little

relation to the total context in which such things occurred. In the

0-tdoors, however, it was impossible 'not to see this context and, inci-

dentally, to see the interrelationship of frogs and soil. Nature

Study end Outdoor Education forced an appreciation of the multiplicity

of factors that the classroom tended to isolate. Knowledge was inte-

grated by an integrated environment,

The "Dust B wl" mentality of the 1930s gave rise to Conservation

1 1



Education.
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primary object was Li) dWakert Americans to environmental

problems and the importance of connerviug 'mr ious natural reBoirce.f

B c use Coosa vation Educat ion focused problems which themselves

were products of many interrelat,,d factors, stud its expos d to such

progroms pursued a sure integrated 1 prograni. Clea ly :.3uch an

approach ran counter to prevailing acac1einic theory as it filtered do r

from the univ ities into colleges and schools.

As i_ developed in the late 1960s, Environmental Ect

continued the same basic questioning of the r:ductionist and compart-

mentaliz d approach to t aching and learning. The lowest common

denominator of the ma-y varieties and levels of Environmental Education

is a multidisciplinary, problem-oriented approach. Seen in tha lig

of the present discussion, such now-cliched words carry ne- connotations.

be multidisciplinary, or some would say i terdisciplinary", is

go directly against the grain of the last century of the mainstream of

American education. It is to avoid the red ctionist pyramid and, instead,

to reach out low level to other pyra*atds other disciplines. A

multidisciplinary approach also means rejection of the idea that knowl-

edge is divided into so many pidgeon holes and that extending knowledge

means reaching back further and further iimo the holes.

A problem-orientation, the other lowest common denominator

EnVironmental Education, also insures an irtcrated approach to

knowledge. Just understanding why an airsh d is polluted, for instance,

demands a knowledge of chemistry and meterology butalso, as one probes

for more basic causes, of politics economics,. intellectual history and

the ethical and religious systems of a c lture. The poll ted ai

affect on the environment makes the full range of biological and health

12



nees relevant._ S elv lrg an air pollut t0n ptoi1em necessitates the

Loi,einriet of law, eaducation, planning a nci coma

at, after all., is i ndi-visible ; so /oust

pz blares cues aercsss lscip11nay lin s.
Itga int this bac kgreund it i eaaior to understand why Env

-be

tion. The environ-

ics a udy, The focus

mental Ectucaticin shou id le under coo Ltidiacipliaary process

her than a clis=ipl ins in itself . 1ghtiy Cer1, Environmental Educe-

d oca cucit couiete h or replace bio losy economics or political

a ci _nee. IC is, r-ather, way of br ingins these and other appropriate

d lacip lines to bear osi e Invironmen_ 1 prob leas. lOnVironrnental Education

t L Ike an urnbre ha ove the acadeuic cemourLity: it draws upon the

d 1 ip lines as needed 4 chougli f re quently coatis d and resented as

Such, nirnnnta 1 Education is not a dicpLiri n the sense that

Era ist and physic s _ e d&5cplines, Lt J.8 a caYaLyst of disciplines.

The itudi id 1 pra eti Wrier _ f environmental edu,c ion may somet irnes

ecttrLbutc Eton the perspective of everal dlsciphfnes. But given the

breadth of n iron-mental prob le the many sub jects involved in

their soL ution he vil I invariab y have to felL bocla on specia lized

e p portant point is that the envivonmental student

tea hes k nova's what quest ierts to as k and t vihon ye direct them. He

also knov s bx.ow to interpret the answers arld fi t lawn into the .ji

puzzle of enair onmental problem solving, the read. specie ity of Envi on-

merit al Eciticatloii i. synthes ita Cc,iccrned as h e ts with a complex, in-

divisible envir onment the e o sneritc&-1 eduea tor deals constantly

with the mt err ela tionehi.ps and interde-penclene ies of the various die-

cipl ines, Ile f unetiorm so to speak eccarygiat o f thus academic

community ,
13
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Environmental Education might also be viewed as puryoseful

General Education. If it is, the principal defect of the General Ed-

ucation idea 1- corrected. Welcome as General Education was in 1945

as a way of finding relief fron the parallel pits of fragmented

coinLrigs. The chief of these, and theknowledge, it had obvious sh

bane of thousands of undergradeatea, vas that there seemed "no point"

to studying, say, Shakespeare if you versa a Chemistry major or astronony

if you were majoring in history. And, in truth, the complaint was

justified, The proponets of General Education rested content with,

merely getting a degree of breedth back into the curriculum. They d d

not.defend General Education other than in 'the vague cliches of the

well-rounded mind. Actually, in a vicious circle, they created many

of the same resentnents that the old liberal a ts curriculum fostered

mhen students of the 1850e wondered why they had to study Latin and

theology.

Eneironmental Education Oa the rescue! Because of its multidis-

cip inary approach to actual pvoblem it provides abundant and graphic

reasons forowide-ranging, integrated knowledge. Moreover, the proble s

of concern are 'not contrived and "acrid- lc"; rather they are among the

most vital fa ing contemporary civilization. No thoughtful person can

honestly ask, "Why study about nuclear en g when, as a voter, he is

b ing called upon to make deci ions about this subjict that may well

prove the =at consequential of his lifetime. Environmental Education,

come right to the point, provides the persuasive rationale for broad,

integrated education that Genet, 1 Education lacked.

The Q neral Education ideal C40 easily bo converted to Environ-

mental 'Edueatiom. It is an imaginative teacher Indeed who cannot

find woe of finding noet of the eubjects he wishes to teach in the

1,1



broad area of man-envir- ment rela ns- And relating the sciences,

or social studies, or hunanities to Teal-life environnental problems

a perfect way of giving these categories of knowledge meaning,

importance and excitement t- minds that aught otherwise ask, "wha

the point?- Molecular structure, to take just one Instance nay not

be very attractive if it is presented to General Education students

obliged by college requirement to take a course in the physical

øcienccs. But if nolecular structure were taught in connection with

potentially-disastrous disturbance of the ozone layer of the upper

osol cans like the student

-ning there is compelling rationale for the study. Serious

atmosphere

used that

science or serious humanities, for that matter, can be snuck in the

back door by the imaginative environmental educator. The result is

essentially the Same as that of General Education; Environmental

Education just provides the spoonful of sug r.

Fantasizing about the prospects of Envirommatal Education as

the new, purposeful General Education, I occasionally must on the pro-

by fteon released f

speet of a core of six superb cours Environmental Education.

imagine these six courses required, as part of a revam ed General

Education program, of every c llege graduate. I see them taught through

t nsi n night and summer schools to every elementary and secondary

teacher and to many adults. When I really get into the fantasy I sea

Congress adjourning for 4 ye/1r so that every member call t ke the

sequence. 7he nirvanic result is that rainbow end of an environmentaLly

literate citizenrya society capable of structuring its relationship

*ith the enwricnsent lit a responsible manner for the Wag term. Bere

la the fulfillment, of the Jeffetsonien dtra-: of an educated citizenry,



but given nodern priorities,

citizenry capable of making the

republic hangs today jt as it

cast as an environmentally ed

decisions on which the future

did in Jefferson's time. The

a ted

of the

advan

tages of General. Education are widely recognized; the challenge is

to prove that Environment_l_ Educati n is General Education and to have

it rec gazed a

in today's society.

Crystal balls are subject to shattering but possibly worth a few

concluding comnents. Erivironnierital Educati n will,in the fature, face

several problemo capable of destroying or at least severely altering its

mission. One pitfall that must be avoided is acadenic isolationisn.

It is possible fr Environmental Education in secondary or higher

ac denic levels to build for itself the sane kind of disciplinary

necess ry prerequisite for effective participation

cocoon that in theory it seeks to break down- I have

Environmental Education is not a discipline, bat rath

process that uses many disciplines. As such, it -ust

argued that

r a multidisciplinary

maintain a broker

position on the campusutilizing, but not compe_ing with, the tradi-

tional disciplines. While a core of En- r nme tal Education faculty

is cert inly necessary, it would be a mistake to build an Environmental
-

Education empire that turns its back on colleagues in other fields.

The plight of Black Studies on nany campuses is a dramatic warning

to Environmental Studies pr grams. Originally intended to inte rate

the study of the Afro-American axim ience into the CUT- culum, many

Black Studies programs have evolved into isolated units taught by and

for Black persons. Instead of making the Black experience a campus=

wide concern, such an approach fragments end isolates. Black Studies

prog ams seek support for offering their own courses in history or

16



music r- her than using faculty resources in those departments. In

some situations demands extend to the absurd end of demanding course-

in Black Biology and Black Chemistry. What's Black Chemistry? Perhaps

a kind of alche y? The point i_ that as Environmental Education be-

com s -more successful, it will be increasingly difficult to resist

the sane kind of specialization and empire building that fragmented

curricuLum under the university system.

Another ch llenge Envfronmental Education must face in the future

is stemming the gradual erosion of environmental studies into Environ-

mental science, At the University of California at Santa Barbara our

pro-gram is called "Envirmental Studies", abbreviated ES, and it i

remarkable on how _a y tongues and typewriters it comes out "Environ-

mental Science". The slip may be a bit Freudian. The sciences, of

course, play a major role in any program in Environmental Education,

but only one role. To address any environmental problem at its root

is to deal with the fundamenta cau --man and his ideas mind pollution.

This takes the course of study far from the sciences. And so, perhaps

three times a day, explainm patiently as I can why we call our

program "Environmental Studies" and not 'Environmental Science" and

why the difference important.

To approach this problem another way, the humanities and social

studies have a future respons bility to make their subject areas

meatingf,ul and r levant tq Environmental Education. As yet, philosophy,

religious studies; English, art, hist- y and anthropology have not

emerged very far from their tents despite the indisputable contributions

they could make to Environmental EdUcation. .And these disciplines

must Eot aulk in those tents waiting for Environmental Education to

17
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beg them to emerge, They must take:the offensive and prove their wo

anticipate more and more humanists developing the confidence and the

public responsibility that will lead them further from the ivory

tower and closer to tbe Environmental Education endeavor.

Despite its manifold organizational difficulties, I think the future

for Environmental Education lies in the team approach. The concept

f Renaissance environmental man is simply not realistic given the

complexity of envir.n-ental problems. The environmental educator,

like the environmental proble -solver, must sharpen his ability to

utilizeexpertise. His challenge i- to marshall the exrerts who know

a lbt about those netaphorical trees in _ a team that can understand

the forest. No one person can possibly amass enough knowledge about

enough subjects to meet the need of ordering man-env ronment relations

for long-tern ha -oay. Of course, this applies more to environdental

research than it does to teaching. In some instructional eituations

may be possible for a single mind to synthesize the appropriate

Anowledge. But I believe that in the future there will be decreasing

chances of this occurring successfully. Teammates, with specialized

knowledge, will be n-ided.

On tbvievel of graduate teaching and research I see little

future role for Environmental Education as we currently understand it.

Teacher training is something else, but Mastt s and D- -orate work

must continue to involve the graduate student in a speciality. A

Ph.D. in environmental studies, like one in music, night be granted,

but the assumption is always that some specialized skill was developed.

No musician plays every instrumentat least.not -ell. B t I do look

for the specialist, of the future unlike those of the Go_ anic

is
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university, to prese_ e a cath-lic view that recognizes the importance

f other specialitLes. The vital impor ance of broad Environmental

Education training at the secondary and undergraduate levels, before

the sperialization takes place, is obvious.

One exception to this tendency is the possibility of graduate

work in environmental i pact assess ent. Our so'ciety is in desperate

need of what might be called "certified environmental accountants".

Such persons could utilize the tools created by the state and federal

laws requiring envitoumental i pact st tements fak more effectively

than the Present crowd poorly trained p etenders who conduct most

impact assessments. Environmental Education would reach its zenith

in the work of this new breed of profes ionals; it is a goal worth

working towards the gradu_re level.

In sum, Environmental Education of the future must wend its way

between the scilla of frag ented knowledge as deified by the univers

and the charibdis of purposeless General Education that verges on

dilettantism. To do this Environmental Education must become a cat-

alyst of disciplinary knowledge. It must find a way of compromising

between the log of Nark Hopkins and the German-inspired university.

There is a place for each in the future of American Education and

Environmental Education as the new, purposeful General Education has

the best chance of lead-_ng us toward such a future.
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